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Introduction. Equivariant stable homotopy groups of spheres with
linear involutions were first discussed by Bredon [4, 5] and then by Landweber
[10]. But the precise results of computation are not published except a few
number of examples even though it seems that they computed these groups to
a certain extent. In the present series of works we try to compute these groups
systematically.
We use the notations πp
Λ
 of Landweber [10] to denote these groups which
are denoted by πp+q,P in Bredon [4, 5], As is well-known there are two types
of homomorphisms the one is the forgetful homomorphism ψ: πp>q —> zrf+9 and
the other is the fixed-point homomorphism φ: πptQ -> πq. There are also exact
sequences involving these homomorphisms, i.e.
and
which are called forgetful and fixed-point exact sequences. These were certainly
two of basic tools by Bredon and Landweber, and we also use these as a part of
our basic tools.
Here we present two isomorphisms the one is
φ: 7tpt<l » πq for p+q<0 ,
the other is that the fixed-point exact sequence splits in a large part and gives
the isomorphism
7tsPΛ » Xp,q(Bπq for p<q or q< — 1 .
The first isomorphism reduces the computation of πp
Λ
 for p-{-q<0 to that of
ordinary stable stems. The second isomorphism reduces the computation of
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πptQ for p<q or q< — 1 to that of ordinary stable stems as soon as the restricted
equivariant homotopy group λ|,9 is computed. Our computation will stop
at this stage, i.e. we will not go into computation of ordinary stable stems any
more.
It is known [10] that λ£
ρ
 is isomorphic to a certain stable homotopy group
of a stunted projective space, and hence to a certain homotopy group of Stiefel
manifold in the stable range. Thus we can read λ/pί as groups from Hoo-
Mahowald [7] in the range p+q<13. But in the range p^q^l we meet with
technical problems to decide extensions in fixed-point exact sequences, so we
need to know generators of \p>q from the view-point of equivariant homotopy
theory and can not use the table of [7]. We compute also XptQ from our point
of view.
There holds the isomorphism








We reach to XpiQ by step-wise computation of equivariant stable cohomotopy
groups πrs~p'~q~1(Sr+°) recursively on r. For this purpose we use mainly the






0(Sr+°) (occasionally we use the others for the sake of simplicity).
Clifford modules give certain periodic isomorphisms among equivariant
stable cohomotopy groups of 5+° which give rise to periodic isomorphisms among
Xp>q as the above mentioned colimit is stable. These periodic isomorphisms
among Xp>q are reflected on James periodicity [8] through the above mentioned
isomophisms between λ/,? and stable homotopy groups of stunted projective
spaces.
These periodic isomorphisms are given by multiplication with certain
periodicity elements. Observation of behaviors of these periodicity elements in
relevant exact sequences is crucial in our computation.
As it was observed by Segal [13], 7r£0 is identified with the Burnside ring
of Zj2 (in our case) and hence πotO=2j[p]l(l — p2). Observation of actions of
the generator p in equivariant homotopy groups is particularly important, which
helped us to decide non-trivial extensions in many places.
At the moment we have finished computation of πptQ for p+q^l3. In
the present paper we present computation for p-\-q^S. The rests will be
presented in subsequent papers.
§1 is a preparatory section. In §2 we discuss several commutativity
relations of used homomorphisms. In §3 basic properties of periodicity el-
ements coming from irreducible Clifford modules are discussed. We regard an
often used construction of Bredon [5] as a kind of squaring operation. Its
basic adding formula (Proposition 4.2) is discussed in §4, which gives rise to the
above mentioned splitting of the fixed-point exact sequences. In §5 we define
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an elementary homomorphism θ: zrf -»πo,
n
 The combination of θ and
the external squaring operation gives an interpretation of Kahn-Priddy theorem
[9] for Zβ from view-point of equivariant homotopy theory. In §6 we define
equivariant stable Toda brackets. §§7-15 are devoted to our actual computa-
tion.
Notations and elementary results of [1, 2] are used freely. A cyclic groups
generated by x is denoted by Z x or Zjn x according as x is of order infinite or n.
1. Stable r-cohomotopy theory
Let X be a finite pointed τ-complex, p, q, r, sy k and / be integers, and
k^p, l^q. We define a Λ-homomorphism
(1.1) S
r
y. \?-*-l-<X, τkJY -* \^r+k-p,s+l-qX) τr+k,s+ly




where p is the homomorphism defined in [2], (1.2), and T: Σ ^ Σ r ' s ^ Σ * + r ' 9 + s is
τ-homeomorphism of [2], p. 381.
For fixed p and q, {\p-pJ-qX, SM]T, 8
rs





q(X) = colim [ Σ * " ^ ' " ^ , S*'7 ,
and call it the (/>,g)-th ίίαftfe τ-cohomotopy group of X. The group
Tfy.ff — πS (* )
is the (p,q)-th equivariant stable homotopy group of sphere with involution
[4, 5, 10], which we call the (p,q)-th stable τ-homotopy group of Σ°'° in con-
sistency with our terminologies. The groups πptk-p> p€=Z, are called the
stable τ-homotopy groups of k stem.




q{X) « πtf' '+'φ-'X)
in the same way as [2], (7.5). Then by the parallel argument to [2], §§7 and 8,
and defining the multiplications by smash products, we obtain
Proposition 1.4. πHt*={πp
s
ιq( ), cr, σ; (p}q)^ZχZ\ is a reduced T-
cohomology theory with the commutative multiplication. The forgetful and fixed-
point cohomology theories associated with π% * are both the stable cohomotopy theory.
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We remark that the definition of the τ-spectrum SR in [2], p. 386, is not
convenient for the present paper. Here we modify it as follows: take Σw>w as
the fl-th term and the composition
8
n
 = {Jn/\\)oT: Σhlτn'n -> Σ w + 1 ' n + 1
as the n-th structure map, where / is the involution of Σ1 '0 in [2], p. 385. Then
restricting the double colimit (1.2) to the cofinal diagonal one, one can easily
identify π-f •* with SR*'*. Hence as to τ-cohomotoρy theory π%•* we can use
the results of [2].
The forgetful exact sequence [2], (5.1), of 7rf •* gives rise to the following
exact sequence
α
ζ\ _ 5 S 5 jC S
.3) ••' —
in case X=Σ°'°, which is already used by Bredon [4, 5].
Next we define the fixed-point exact sequence of π%•*. For our computa-
tion it is as important as the forgetful exact sequence (1.5). For a finite pointed
τ-complex X and each (p)q)^ZχZy we put
(1.6) Xpsq(X) = colim {πΫ'-'-'iS'+ 0ΛX), p'ξf+iΛ
where ξf+i,r is the Λ-homomorphism defined in [1], §2. Landweber [10],
p. 126, defined the restricted equivariant homotopy group λ^^, which we can
identify with X$pt~9(Ί,0'0) as follows: since
l Igk+p-r,l+q+l
^=^ (Sr'° X Bk+P~r'l+4+1 (J βr'° X §k+p-r,l+q+l\lβr,0 ^ gk+p-r,l+q+l
= s
r >0
 Λ(Bk+p~r'ι+q+11 S k + p ~ r ' ι + q + 1 )
we have
r— p.—q—\f Of,0\ _ 1"_~ Γ^k+ύ-
7ts (o+ ) = colim [Z v
/-»/^ 1ίr>-» Γ^k+ptl+q l^k+p — r,l+Q
V^Ulll l l \^4 I si*
hence
λ
—p,—?/ Vθ,O\ /-»<-» 1i*-v-» T^ck+p,l+q l^kΛ-p — r,l+q ^l
S \*-ι ) C U l l l l l l^y 1^4 , ^ w
= colim [Σ^' / +^/Σ°' / + 9, Σ*' ;]τ
Consider the following commutative diagram:
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The commutativity of this diagram will be shown in Proposition 2.1. Since










ι(φX) is an isomorphism
for r>dim X—p—q-\-2 by [2], Proposition 5.4, passing to the colimit of the above
diagram, we get the following exact sequence:
We call this exact sequence the fixed-point exact sequence of n% •*. In a sense
we may regard this exact sequence as a special case of the exact sequence of torn
Dieck [6]. In case X=Έ,0>0 the sequence (1.7) is reduced to the following













(1.9) ••' ~ > TΓs "" ~q~ ( θ + * ) • 7Γ5Γ '~q~ (θ+* ) >
*
r + 1— P,~q—1/ θr+l,0\ {_J^ JV _r + l— p, — q—1/ Cfl O\ ^











1(Sri+1 0) is isomorphic









Because of Corollary 1.11 we often identify the fixed-point exact sequence
(1.8) with the exact sequence
.12) ••• -» πp>q+ι • πp-r,q+i • πs Pt ( o + ) • nPΛ - > •••
(associated with the τ-cofibration 5r+ 0 c £ r + 0-»Σ r>0) in the range r>p+q+2.
2. Relations between various homomorphisms
In this section we will give the relations between the various homomor-
phisms defined in [1], §2. Throughout this section X is assumed to be a
finite τ-complex.
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Proposition 2.1. There hold the following relations {for positive integers r,
s and t)
ΐ) Cίr+s = <X
r
o&s y
l l) Vr.r + s+t = yr,r + s°Vr + s,r + s + t y
mj ξr + s + t,t = ζr + s + t,s + t°ζs + t,t y








vii) δtr+soξ*+s s = p rδ^ s ,











Proof. Relations i), ii), iv), v), ix) and xi) are proved already in [1, 2].
Here we prove the rests. We will prove the relations only for the special
case X=pt to avoid too big diagrams. The proofs of general cases are entirely
parallel to the special case and will be left to readers.
Proof of iii). The commutative diagram
ζr+s+t,t
induces the following commutative diagram
r,0 it: \ *
<T . . . , . . . \ζr+s+t,s+t)
which proves iii).
Proof of vi). The collapsing map BrSs'°**T(Br>°X Bs'°)+
xBs'°)=Xr'0Bs+0 induces the following commutative diagam
(Br>°X Bs'°)l(Sr>°




 S+ > Σ r ' B+ > Σ r s> ,










This diagram proves vi).
Proof of vii). We have δttr+soξ*+SιS=βto8r+soξ*+StS=βto(p'8s)=prδtfS, by
v) and vi).
Proof of viii). In the following commutative diagram
I Vr+s,r+s+r I ^  ' Vs,s+r
+ r,Ό
the map η
r+$tr+s+r is T-hθmθtθpic tO the map η'r+s,r+s+n v'r+s,r+s+r(Xl> ~'>xr+s) =
(0, —, 0, xly •••, xr+s) for (xu —, xr+s)<=Sr+s'°, since r > 0 . T h e n ξr+s+rs+ro




' ° is a canonical τ-inclusion. Now it follows
the relation viii) from the τ-homotoρy Σr'°ηStS+toξr+StS~rζ0rAl.
Proof of x). We have 8
s+tJov*r+s=βg+to8rov*§r+s=βs+toaso8r+s=ξt+t.t
0
βtoδr+s=ξ*+t.t°δttr+s, by v), ix) and xi).
Proof of xii). The following commutative diagram
+ 5 + f . O
\βr+s+t,s+t
induces the relation xii). •
Proposition 2.2. For positive integers r, s and t, the homomorphism a
r
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commutes with the homomorphisms β
sy ηf,s+t, ξf.t, 8S and 8st.
Proof. This proposition is routine if we pay attention to the fact that
p = l on Im a
r
 for r>0. •
Next we define the internal product
(2.3) πps9(X+)®AπrsS(X+) -> πps+r'«+s(X+)
by xy=d*{x/\y)y where x<^πps'q(X+)y y<=πrs s(X+) and d: X+-+X+ΛX+ is the
diagonal map. Then π%'*(X+)=*Σ1 πpsq(X+) is a bigraded Λ-algebra with unit






















Proof. Relations i), ii) and iii) are easily seen by routine arguments of
generalized cohomology theories. The relation iv) follows from the relation
iii) and the commutativity of τ-cohomotoρy theory. •
Proposition 2.5. For uy uly u2(Ξπf*(Sr++s'0ΛX+), υ(=πf*(S%'°ΛX+)
and wZΞπ% *(Sr+'°ΛZ+), we have
ϋi) S
Proof. The relation ii) is obvious. We will prove the relations i) and
iii) only for the special case X=pt to avoid too big diagrams. The proofs of
general cases are entirely parallel to the special case and will be left to readers.
Consider the following diagrams:
d'*
(2.6) 7rrs^ 9 (Σ r ' 0 5
|(^,,Λ1)*
πs (o+ /\o+ )
\(ξr+s,s)*











 + S 0 ( i Λ ί ί ' " ) * p l + q
where <i"=(lΛi7rfr+,W and J r / / - ( l Λ ^ s + r ) o J . Since J ' * ( M t f ) = < + l ( « ) ,
d"*(wAu)=W7]?tr+s(u) and i"/:ic(δs>r(zϋ)Λz/)=δ5>r(^)^f,s+r(w), we get the relations
i) and iii) if we prove that these two diagrams are commutative.
Observe the following two diagrams:
sθ r
 + s0










Obviously (2.8) is commutative up to τ-homotopy. The τ-homotopy com-





(Sr++s 0UCSr+ °)ΛSrSs °< Sr++S
i I
(Sr++s 0ISr+ °)ASr++s ° +- Sr++s 0ISr+ "
^ogs* lΛd'"
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Now the τ-homotopy commutativity of (2.8) and (2.9) implies the com-
mutativity of (2.6) and (2.7). •
3. Periodicity elements
As we discussed in [1], §3, an orthogonal multiplication μ: RkXRn->Rn
induces the periodic isomorphism
(3.1) ωfy. πps«(SΪ'°ΛX+) « πps~n^n{SY
for any (p,q)^ZχZ and a finite τ-comρlex X. Put
(3.2) ω M = ωt^(
(denoted by the same letter as [1], (3.2)). We see easily that ωkn is an invertible
element and that ωttH(u)=ωj}nu for u^.π% *(*S+°ΛXf). We call ωkn a periodicity
element of type (k,ri).
The periodic isomorphism ω*
n
 depends on the choice of orthogonal
multiplications and is not defined uniquely.
We say that two orthogonal multiplications μ and μ': RkxRn->Rn are iso-
morphic iff there exist two orthogonal matrices A and B in O(ή) such that μ'=
Boμo(\χA). Let ωt,
n
 and ω'k% be the induced ones from μ and μ respectively.
By definition of ωt,
n
 and Λ-actions in τ-cohomology theories [1, 2] we see
easily that
ω
£* = (det A) ωΐ
ιH when det B = 1 ,
ω
£* == p(det -4) ω?,» when det B — —I .( 3 3 )
Thus, the periodicity element changes only by signs in τ-cohomology theories
as far as the inducing orthogonal multiplication changes with in the same iso-
morphism class.
Let μ: RkXRn-^Rn be an orthogonal multiplication. We define an or-
thogonal multiplication μ:RkX Rn->Rn by μ(x
ί
y)=μ(x,A~1y)y x^Rk andyeΛ",




=(\,0, ~,ϋ). μ is a normalized ortho-
gonal multiplication in the sense that μ(ely y)=y for any j/GΛ". We call μ
the normalization of μ. Clearly any orthogonal multiplication is isomorphic to
its normalization.
As is well-known, a normalized orthogonal multiplication μ: Rk X Rn-*Rn
gives rise to a C^-module Rn by ei y=μ(ei+l9y)y l</<w—1,£,= (0, « ,0,1,0, •••,
0) and y^Rn> vice versa. Hence we may identify normalized orthogonal multi-
plications with their corresponding Clifford modules.
We regard for each orthogonal multiplication μ its normalization β as the
Clifford module. As is easily seen, the correspondence "μ-^μ" gives rise to a
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bijection between isomorphism classes of orthogonal multiplications and of
Clifford modules.
In the following we restrict ourselves to the case n=ak (ak=2φ(k~1\ [3]), and
abbreviate ω*tak=ωf, ωkak=ωky and so on. For every orthogonal multiplication
μ: RkχRn->Rny n=aky its corresponding CΛ_i-module is irreducible [3].
In case ΛΐO (mod 4), there exists exactly one isomorphism class of ir-
reducible C^-modules [3]. Thus ωf is defined uniquely up to signs in T-
cohomology theories by (3.3).
In case k=0 (mod 4), there exist exactly two isomorphism classes of ir-
reducible Cft_!-modules [3]. Correspondingly we have two isomorphism classes
of orthogonal multiplications: Rk X Rn->Rn. Choose μ and ηz:RkX Rn->Rn from
each isomorphism class and denote by ωf and ω* the induced periodic iso-
morphism respectively. These are again determined uniquely up to signes in
τ-cohomology theories.
Put ωk=ωf~1(ί) (and mk=wt"1(l) in case k=0 (mod 4)).
Proposition 3.4. There hold the relations
when k= 3,5,6 or 7 (mod 8),
when k= 1 or 2 (mod 8),
ω^ ω^  when k=(
up to signs.
ωf
Proof. For two orthogonal multiplications μ and μ':RkχRn
define an orthogonal multiplication μ+μ': RkxR2n-+R2n by
>Rn we
(μ+μf) (χ,yι,y2) = ) , μ>'(χ,y2))




. Let ωkn, ωίttι and ωk2n be the τ-homeomorphisms




? *.0 Λ Σ 0,» Λ £*.0 Λ Σ 0,«
Let i: Ck-i-^Ck be the inclusion which extends the inclusion Rk~1->Rk.
For any irreducible C^-module M, by [3], §5, we see that i*M is also irreducible
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when k=3y 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8), that i*M^2Mf for some irreducible C^-module
M' when k= 1 or 2 (mod 8), and that i*M^M'®M" for the representatives M'
and M" of the two distinct isomorphism classes of irreducible C
Λ
.^-modules when
k=0 (mod 4). Thus we obtain the desired relations. •
The following theorem is a key to compute Trf'*(£#'°), r > l .
Theorem 3.5. ψ(δ 1 ω 1 )=±2 and ψ(Skωk)(^πLi), k>l, is the J-image
of the generator of πt-\(O).
Proof. By definition, ωk is represented by the composition of the following
sequence:
where ωkn is the τ-homeomorphism defined by [1], (3.2), and p: S+°->l<0'0 is
a τ-map to collapse Skt0 to a point. 8kωk is represented by the composition of the
following sequence:
> o + '
Thus the composition
represents ψ(Skωk), where Bk is the unit ball in Rk and S*"1 is the unit sphere in
Rk.




Let μ be the normalized orthogonal multiplication which gives rise to the r-
homeomorphism ωkn. Let y&: 5*"
1





 and i4JC(y)=^(^,j). For a map tf: AxB-^C we denote the
Hopf construction on it by H(a): A*B-+Ί,C. f: Sk'1*Su'ι-^SkJΓ1A^1A^M'1=
SΪ-^ΛΣ* is defined by /(Λ?, t, y)=xAtAψ(y), where (Λ?, ί, y)^Sk^Sn~ι and
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where SS*"1 is an unreduced suspension of S*"1 and p'\ SSk~1-^ΣSk+~
1
 is a map
which collapses the two poles of the sphere to a base point of ΣSί" 1 . h: Bk+ U CSΪΓ1
->Σ* is the canonical homotopy equivalence, δ: Bk+ U CSίl"1—^ΣS*"1 is the
canonical map which collapses Bk+ to a point. It is routine to see that H(μ) is
homotopic to (pAl)°ψ(ωj}
n
)of9 that/ is identified with g through the canonical
homeomorphisms, and that go(h/\\) is homotopic to — δΛ 1. Thus the diagram
is homotopy commutative up to sign, which implies that ψ(8kωk)=^oH(μ).
Since H(μ)=-H(μ), we have ψ(8kωk) = ±H(μ). When * = 1 , this yields
Now consider the case k>l. Atiyah, Bott and Shapiro [3] gave the gene-
rators of KO(Sk) in terms of 2Γ/2-graded Clifford modules. Let M=M°®M1
be an irreducible Z/2-graded CA-module and let
σ:B*xM1-*BkχM°
be given by σ{v, e)=(v, —ve) for v^Bk and βGJIί1. The complex of vector
bundles
(3.8) 0->




be defined by σ\v, e)=(v, —v{eke)) for v^Bk and e^M°. The complex of
vector bundles
0-> 5*xM°-^ 5*χM°-> 0
is isomorphic to the complex (3.8). Thus, through the isomorphism KO(Sk)^
τrf_i(O), we see that orthogonal multiplication corresponding to the irreducible
CA_!-module M° gives the generator of π£~i(O). As /-homomorphisms are
given by the Hopf construction, the above arguments establish the theorem. •
The periodicity elements ωk (and ωk in case k=Q (mod 4)) have been so
far discussed up to signs. Hereafter throughout the present work we fix the
periodicity elements ωky &>1, so that they satisfy the following conditions:
(3.9. i) ψ(δiωi) = 2,-
(3.9. ii) ηffk+icϋk+1 = ωk when k=3, 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8),
(3.9.iii) ηt
ιk+icϋk+1 = ω\ when k= 1 or 2 (mod 8),
(3.9. iv) ηf
ιk+iωk+1 = ωkωk when &=0 (mod 4).
Such a choice of the periodicity elements ωky &>1, is certainly possible
by (3.3) and Proposition 3.4.









As for the elements of stable homotopy groups we use customary notations.
By Theorem 3.5 we may identify tyJr(S2ω2)=v, ψ (δ4ω4)=ϊ> and ψ(δsω8)—σ and so
on. Thus η9 v and σ are the generators of cyclic groups of order 2, 24 and 240,
respectively (not those of their 2-primary components !). Then we have relations
ψ(δ3ω3)==ψ(δ5ω5)-=ψ(δ6ω6)===ψ(δ7ω7)=0, ψ(δ9ω9)=Vσ and ψ(δloωlo)=V2σ; as is
well-known.
4. External squaring operation
Bredon [5] constructed an element b(x)^πn,
n
 for any x^π% such that
ψ(b(x))=x? and φ(b(x))~x. We want to regard this construction as a kind of
external squaring operation.




 is defined by
Through a standard τ-homeomorphism (Bp'q, Sp>q)^
τ





==BPtqldBPyq. A subspace Bn of R
n
 is defined by




. We regard ΣΛΛΣW as a τ-space with the in-
volution T defined by τ{x/\y)=.y/\x for x, y^*Σn, and a space
B2n= {(uly-,unyv1)"'Jvn)^R2n\\ui-υi\<2i \ui+υi\<2}




(u, v)=(u+v, —u+v) for {uy v)^Bnn. Using a function 9: Λ-»[— 1, 1]




(uly —, «„, ^ , •••, Ϊ;M)
=(<l(ui)> —> ?(««)> ?(^i)» —> ? K ) ) f o r K> ""'I w«> ϋi> "•> ^ «)^^2«. Thus we obtain
a τ-homotoρy equivalence











 be a τ-homotopy inverse to a
n
, and define a map
sq: [Zn+k, Σ*] -» [Σ»+* «+*, Σ M ] T
by s<l(lf])=Pnk[@ko(f Λf)°a













 be the composition of the following
sequence:
Σ
l»lV n Λ V w ^ V l Λ TΓ* Λ V n Λ "S*Λ *. V » + l Λ V » + l
2-ι ι\ 2* > JLI /\2* /\2^ /\2-ι —^  2* /\2Lι
where T' is the τ-homeomorρhism defined by Tt(u
x
Au1AvxAv2)—u1AvlAu2Av2




which implies (4.1). Π
By (4.1) we obtain a map





passing to the colimit of sq: [ΣM+*, Σ*]->[Σn +*'M +*, Σ*^] τ .
Proposition 4.2. For ΛJ,j/eτr;f ί^r^ Ao/Λ the relation
Sq(x+y) = Sq(x)+Sq(y)+S1t\xy),
where ξ: πT+1'~n~1(S1+°)^π2n is the canonical isomorphism. Moreover
φoSq = id: π» -* τr«
tfTw/ ψ°Sq(x)=x2for x^π%.
Proof. Let / : Σw+*—>Σ* and ^r Σn +*->Σ* be maps representing Λ: and y
respectively. Let δ ' : 2«+*.«+*-*s-+*-i.«+*+iΛSV° be the r-map defined by
(Sl9 ~'ySn+k-ly2sn+k+l,tly ~',tu+k, —1), —
Let F=(f Ag)°δ', where we regard /Λg: Σ2w+2A? -^ Σ2^ as an element of
P«+*-i. +*+i
Λ<si+io> s*.*jτ t h r o u g h t h e canonical isomorphism [ Σ ^ -
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Σ*'T~[Σ2*+2*, Σ2*] g i v e n b y restriction to s +*-i. +*+iχ {—1}. Since p = - l on
π% *(5i.>0) and/Λ£ is a representative of (— l)nkξ~\xy), we see that [F]τ is a re-
presentative of ρnkδ1ξ~











 - , M « + M ) G ? + * , (f+g)Λ(f+g) is given by
(f+g)Mf+g) (*>«>*>*>)










/(4(ί4-ί)+2,«4-t;)Λ^(4(-ί+ί)-2, -«+») on ^ (-3/4,-1/4, 1/4, 3/4),
nJfi:( 1/4, 3/4,-3/4,-1/4),




+kY on ϋΓ(—3/4, —1/4,—3/4, —1/4) and [^Λ^°αB+Jτ on
K(l/i, 3/4, 1/4, 3/4) respectively. Hence if we define the map
by
r/(2*+l, tι)Λ*(2f-l, c), -
ί"((ί,β), (ί,β)) = j^2ί-l,ιι)Λ/(2ί4-l,©), 0<*<l, - K ί < 0 ,
[ *, otherwise,
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(4.3) is induced from the τ-homotopy commutativity of the following diagram:
(4.4)
Let Σ1Σ*+*~1ΛΣ1Σll+*-1ΛιSr+0 be a τ-space with the involution T defined by
τ(ί, w, ί, ©, ε)=(s> υ, t, u, —£), and condider the τ-maρ
defined by
((2s+l, u, 2ί—1, v, - 1 ) , - K K 0 , 0 < ί < l ,
8//(ί,iί,ί,ϋ) = | ( 2 f + l , ι * , 2 ί - l , ϋ ,+1), 0 O < l , - K K 0 ,
[*, otherwise.
Since F'=(f Λg)°δ", the τ-homotopy commutativity of (4.4) is induced from









+1Si. ° -^-•Σ ι Σ +*-1ΛΣ1Σ l l+*
where a is the composition of the following τ-homotopy equivalences
Now the τ-homotopy commutativity of (4.5) comes from the following obviously
T-homotopy commutative diagram
I s ' I s "
Σ°'
25i. ° = Σ 2 5ί °.
Thus the main formula is proved.
The relations between Sq and φ or ψ are obvious. •
Corollary 4.6. X°Sq: 7Γn-*7r»_i,M is a homomσrhismfor any
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Corollary 4.7. For x^πf! and an integer m > l , there holds
Sq(mx) =
Proposition 4.8. We have the direct sum decomposition
p,q(Bπq for p<q or q< — l.
Proof. Consider the fixed-point exact sequence (1.8). In case p<q the
homomorphism X9~poSq: πq->πf>q gives the desired splitting. In case q< — 1,
since πq+ι^πq=Oy we have πp^Xp^φπq. •
The multiplicative formula of external squaring operation is also easily obtain-
ed by routine axguments.






 = colim [τn+k, τk]
= colim {[Σ°'w+*, Σ°'T, 6OtS}
and {[Σ°'M+*, Σ0 '*] τ, £0>5} is a direct subsystem of {[Σ''w+*, Σ ; A ] T , §r>s}, inclusions
Σ
/ > 0






passing to the colimit. Obviously we obtain
Proposition 5.2. θ: πn~*πotn is a ring homomorphism and satisfies the re-
lation
ψoθ = φoθ = id: πξ -> πs
n
for any integer.
By this Proposition, we see that a part of the forgetful exact sequence (1.5)




 -> nln •£. 7ts
n
 -> 0 ,
θ
and we obtain
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Proposition 5.3. For any nEϊZ we have the direct sum decomposition
and p acts as 1 on 7τf>w.
We identify x^πjϊ with θ(x)^π$tn and regard πl as the direct summand
of πotn so that π***(X) becomes a 7r|-module.
Next we consider the short exact sequence








 - t nξ -> 0
for n>0. In this short exact sequence, φ has two left inverses, i.e. θ and XnoSq.
Since ψoθ=id and ψoXnoSq=Q, πo,
n
 contains 7r;?©7r;? as a direct summand (the
one is the 0-image and the other is the %noAS
f
^-image). Moreover, since φ(θ—
XnoSq)=0, we get a homomorphism
by restricting the image, and there holds
\J/>o0 = χd\ 7C
n
 —* ^ΓM ,
where ψ ι=ψ ι|λ?,«: λ ,^«->7r^ . Landweber [10] showed that λ^ ,
w
 is isomorphic







for /z> 0. This is the Kahn-Priddy theorem [9] in case Zβ. We owe this remark
to H. Minami.
6. Equivariant Toda brackets
Let W, X, Y and Z be finite pointed τ-complexes. For fixed integers p
and q, we put
(6.1) {X,.Y}>-< = colim {[V-pJ-qX} ΣMY]T, έr>s}




9Y]r and [v]T^\Zm'nY, ΊS>sZ]r we consider
(6.2) £ , > K « » e PA +- / + X
As is easily seen
£aΛSpΛv)oS>nΛu)) = S
a+Ptb+q(v)osa+mtb+n(u).
Thus, passing to the colimit, we get the composition
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(6.3) {Y, zy sx {x, γy>q -> {x, zy+r>«+s.
For x^{Y, Zγ's and j 6 {X, Y}p*q we denote their composition by x°y. Ob-














Now we discuss Toda brackets in τ-homotopy theory, which is defined in
the same way as [14], Chapter I, and the propositions parallel to it are valid.
Suppose the 3-elements [a]T^[^kJY, τm'nZ]\ [6]Te[V' sX, Σ M Y]τ and [c]r
G[Σ M f f , τr'sX]r satisfy the relations [a]τo[b]τ=[b]τo[c]τ=0. Let H: ^0Λτp'qW
->Ί,m'nZ be a τ-map belonging to the Toda bracket {[a]\ [b]\ [c]τ}. We define
ff
:
 ^P>*+ιW->τm>nZ by B=Ho(T'Λl), where Γ: Σ ^ ^ ^ Σ ^ ^ ' ^ Σ 0 ' ^ ' 9 is
the switching map, and define the equivarίant Toda bracket
{[d\\ [b]\ [cγγ<Ξ[τp>q+ιw, τm>nzγ
as the set of all the τ-homotopy classes of mapping given as above.
Obviously we have
Lemma 6.5. Let X->Y->Y\J
 fCX-+ Σ
0ΛX be a τ-cofibratίon sequence.
For each p and q, we can construct the following τ-homotopy commutative diagram:
Ί,
p>qj
Y\jfcx) — i τp-q+ιxI | r Λ l
Σ
M 7 > Ί,p>q Y U ifi.f








^Ί<0'1Ί,p'q is the switching map.
Because of this Lemma, we obtain easily the following
Lemma 6.6. For each non-negative integers p and q, we have




=0, Let a: Σ '-^^Y^Σ^Z, b: ^-p-kts-q-ix_^^r-p,s-qY a n d c .
^r-p-k-m.s-q-i-njy^^r-p-k.s-q-ijζ be representatives of α, β and γ respectively,
and assume that a°b and b°c are τ-homotopic to zero. In virtue of Lemma 6.6,
{{Mτ> [b]\ [c]τ}\ £m,n} forms a direct system. Put
<α, β, 7>τ = colim {[a]\ [b]\ [c]Tc {W,
 Z}p+k+^+ι+^
and call it the stable equivariant Toda bracket of a, β and γ. Then <α, β, γ>τ is
defined as a coset module {X, Z} / > + A ? ' ί + / - 1 oγ+αo{^ y}*w+«-i
By parallel arguments to [14] we obtain
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Proposition 6.7.
i) <<2, β, 7> τ =0 if one of α, β and y is 0.
ii) <α, β9 γ> τoδc<α, β> 7°δ)>τ.
iii) <α, /?, γoδ> τc<α, i8oγ, δ>τ.
iv) <a°β, γ, δ> τ c<^, βoγ, δ>τ.
v) αo</3, γ, δyap»(-l)%aoβ, γ, δ>τ, αG {y, Z}^
vi) <α, /3, γ>τoδ = p>(-l)9+1α°</3, γ, δ>τ, α 6 { y , Z }
vii) < α + α ' , /?, γ> τ c<α, /3, γ> τ +<α', β, τ>τ.
viii) <α, β+β'y 7>τ = <α, yS, γ> τ+<α, /3', 7>τ.





Proposition 6.8. Let F -* £" -> £ -> ΣOtlF be a τ-cofibration sequence
i) Assume that αG {Y,Z}*'*, ySe {X, Y}* * αnJ 7 e { β , Z } * ' * "
ii) Assume that a<a{Y, Z}**, /3e{Z, Y} * α«rf γe{£, Z}*
iii) Assume that
=/3oδ*7=0.
δ*<«, /8, ;*7>τ = -aof-\βoj).
{Y, Z}**, /3e {X, Y}* * and γG {F, X}* * satisfy a°β
f<a, β, δ*7>τ = -α°ί*-1(yS°7).
Proof. Case i). Let [a]r, [b]r and [c]r be the representatives of α, yS and
7 respectively which satisfy aob—T0 andy*(W)~ τ0. And let g be an element of
8*~\b°c). Then we obtain the following τ-homotopy commutative diagram:
1 Γ^Λll
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where g=gΌ(T"1Al). Since
/Ό(—/)o(Γ"1Λl) is a representative of <α, /3,7*7>τ, and / ' ° ( - / ) ° ( Γ 1 Λ l ) °
(1Λ*') is a representative of z*<α, /3, ./*7>τ. Hence we have
Since we are working in the stable range, for a given /'°(—/)°(3π"1Λl),
a representative of <α, /?, y*7>τ, we may suppose that there exists £ and the
diagram (6.9) is commutative up to τ-homotopy. Hence we obtain
Thus the relation i) is proved.
The proofs of cases ii) and iii) are parallel to the case i). Π
7. Negative and 0 stems
Since the τ-spectrum SR is (—1, — l)-connected, from [2], Proposition 5.4,
it follows
Proposition 7.0. The fixed-point homomorphism gives the isomorphism
φ: π
s
PA » π\ for p+q<0 .
Thus the computation of the stable τ-homotoρy groups of negative stems
is completely reduced to the computation of the ordinary stable homotopy groups
of spheres.











 ®Z[ωly ωΓ1] .
And p acts as —1 on T Γ ^ S J / 0 ) .
The isomorphism f in Proposition 4.2 is given by ζ~\z)=zω\~~n for
- Thus Proposition 4.2 implies
Corollary 7.2. For x, y^πl there holds the relation
Sq(χ+y) = Sq(x)+Sq(y)+81(xyω\'-n) .
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In particular, for x^π% and an integer m^\ there holds the relation
mSq(x) = Sq(mx)-m(nι-l)l2-δ1(xiω1Γn).
In the exact sequence (1.9) for r = l , we have δltlωln=8ltlηft2ω2=0 and
S1}ωl
n+1
 = 81 ι(ω1ηt2ωn2)=2ω2ιn by Propositions 2.1, 2.5 and (3.9). Hence, for
any α e τ r | , we have
(7.3) S1Λ(aωln) = 0 and δM(αωf+ 1) = 2aω\*.
Thus we get a short exact sequence
(7.4) 0 -* πs
r





 ® Z/2[ω?, ωΓ2] ^
Θ ^ | - ί - ?- 1(5 2 + 0) - ^ TorK 8 . !, Z/2) ® Z[ωf, α>
ί + q r
for any integei r.
Since f ?,iωϊll=f f nyf
 2ωS=Xω5 by Proposition 2.2 and (3.9), (7.4) implies






ii) 2r|"+1 -2"(Sl 0)
r any integer n.
Now compute πξ,q for p+q=0. Since λ/.ff^^l"*'"*"1^2'0) for p+q=0 by
Corollary 1.11, Proposition 7.5 describes \ptQ for ^ + ^ = 0 . By Proposition 4.8
the groups πptQ for ^ + ^ = 0 are determined except π$tQ and πf^i.
By [2], Proposition 12.5, we know that πitQ=Z \@Z p and S1ω1=l—p.




ϋ) ^ ^ = 0 .
iii) πin^in^Z h
ι
ω\~2n@πί2n for any integer n.
iv) ni
n
^ιt-2n-ι^Zj2 Xh2ω2n®πί2n-\ for n4=0.
v) ΓΛ r^^  Ao/ώ the relation
S1ω1 = 1 — p .
8. 1 stem
Regard the complex numbers C as a τ-space by conjugation and identify
C=RlΛ as usual. The product of the complex numbers m^.Cx C^>C gives rise
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to a τ-maρ m
x
\ RlΛXRlΛ->RlΛ. Restricting this τ-map to S1ΛxSh\ we get
a τ-maρ fn
x
: SlΛxSlΛ-*SlΛ. By the Hopf construction on m
λ
 we obtain a T-
map H(m?)\SlΛ*SlΛ-+Ί?ΛSYΛ. Since 5 1 ' 1*5 1 ' 1^T5 2 ' 2«TΣ 2 ' 1 and Σ 0 ' 1 ^ 1 ' 1 ^




, we have a τ-map ή: Σ 2 f l -*Σ l f l . The element of τrft0 represented
by ή is also denoted by the same letter. It is obvious that ψ(ή)—η, hence
β1(ή)=ηωT1. φ(ή) is represented by the Hopf construction on φ ^ ) : S0ΛXS0Λ
->S0>1, the restriction of fn
x
 to the fixed points, which implies that φ(ή)=2.
Next consider the short exact sequence (Proposition 5.3):
X ψ
0 -» TΓi5 o -> πotO -> πo - * 0 .
Since ψ ( l ) = l and ψ(p)= — 1, we see that %: π'f.o- .^Z ίl + p) is an isomorphism.
Since φoX—φ: πι
ιO-^πo and φ ( l + p ) = 2 , the map φ:πftO~>πo is isomorphic.
Thus we obtain
(8.1) πξ
ι0 = Z ή and Xή = ί+p .
Put
(8.2) 974n = δ2ω2~2M and ή = ή0 = δ 2 ω 2 .
Then /3iθ74n)=77ωΓ4w and β1(ή)=β1(v)=η by Propositions 2.1, 2.5, Theorem
3.5 and (3.9).








1 ( 5 2 + °)
iii) ^ + 3 - 4 M - 3 (5 2 + ' 0 )
/or <2ny integer n.
Proof. Observe the short exact sequence (7.4) for r= 1:
Since If.i^ω? x ) = f *,i'7*,2(^ωl)=%^ωj=(l-f-p)6)2 and 97*2ω?=ω?" by Proposition
2.1 and (3.9), we obtain the identity i). Since ξiι(ηωi")=ξt.ιβi(ή-4,)=β^>Cή.ta)
and ξf.i(ηωi1n+2)=ξfΛηf,2(-ηωl+2n)=Xr)ωι2+2'', we obtain the identities ii) and iii). •
Next, using the exact sequence (1.9) for r=2, we compute ^ ^ ' " ' " ' ( ^ i ' 0 ) for
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Proposition 8.4. i) δ2 > 1ωϊM=0, ii) δ 2 > 1 ωί M + 1 =2ω|»-( l+p)ω | M ,
iii) δ 2 1 ω ί M + 2 = / 3 2 ( % ^ _ 4 n ) and iv) 82ιω\n+3==2ω22n+1 for any integer n.
Proof, i) δ2 1ωίΛ—δ2 > 1τ;f (3ω3 = 0, ii) δ 2 > 1 ωf + 1 = 821(oolVf>3cu3) = 82Λ(ω^ω2n
=:(l-p)ωT==2ω22n-(l+p)ω22n since 821ω1=β2S1ω1=β2(ί-p), iii) δ2 [ωίn+2^
β2Sivhωl
n+1













some αGZ/2. On the other hand, 82A(ηωtn+3)=S2tlVt3(ήωn3+1)=0 and 82tl(vω\n+3)
(7.4) ^ . i ^ ω ί ^ ^ Φ O , hence * = 0 , which implies iv). Π
The above proposition implies that
(8.5) K e r [ δ 2 1 : φ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ S V 0 ) - > θ π2s-p'-q(S2+ 0)]
' p+Q=2 p+q=2
= Z[ω\, ω




I(55. °)/Im δ 2 ! « θ ffl-'- - ' ^ i 0)
by Proposition 1.10. Since Proposition 8.4 gives Imδ 2 j , we obtain







1 ( 5 3 + ° ) = 0 ,
iii) ^ " + 3 - 4 »- 2 (5 3 + °)
iv) ^ 4s"+ 4 - 4 " - 3 ( 5 3 , °)
for any integer n.
By the fixed-point exact sequence (1.12) for r=3, we have τrf f-i=O.
Proposition 8.6 describes \p>q for p-\-q=l. By Proposition 4.8 the groups
πp




_i. On the other hand we
have already seen that π?to=Z ή and πit_ι=0. Thus we obtain the following
theorems.
Theorem 8.7. (τr/>9, p+q= 1)
i) πlo=Z-ή.
ϋ) ^ . . ^ O .
iii) πin.-An+i^Zβ'ή^Zβ'pή^πί^^ifor any integer n.
iv) π!n+\,-in^πίAnfor rcφO.
V) 7Γ45
w+2,-4n-l«^/4 %δ 3 ωr θτΓ-4«-l /θT Λ φ θ .
vi) πin+z^n^^Zβ Xηήtn+iΦπίin^ far any integer n.
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Theorem 8.8. There hold the following relations:
iii) X2ή4n=0for any integer n.













ι(S2+0) for p+q=2. Observe the short exact se-
quence (7.4) for r = 2 . ηf,2β2(v-4n)—Vωin> A(^-4«) is °f order 2,
=ηω\n+2, ηω\n+2 is of order 2, ηf>2
ξ*.i(v2ωln~2)- Thus we obtain








for any integer n.
Computation of ^^''^(Sl'0) for p-\-q=2. ^2^{vω\n)=^2,\n\ΛΎlωl)z:=^y $2,1




+1)=Q. Thus we have
(9.2) Ker[δ 2 1: θ πΫ*--'-1^0) -> θ π2s-* -q(S2+ 0)]






1(5 2 + ° ) / Imδ 2 1 -^ i θ π\-p'-q-ι{SY)
' p Q 2p+Q=2
^ 4 \ ω-[
- . Z[ω\, ']®{ZΛφZ-2ω\} -* 0 .
Since we have computed
Im[δ21: θ *!-' -«-2OSV°) - θ ffl-' - - W
p+q=2 p+q=2
just above (9.2), remarking that ξfa(^2n)=ήξt2θyln=^ξf,2vt3cθ3
we obtain
Proposition 9.3. (π^'-^iSl'0), p+q=2)











iv) ^ + 3 - 4 " - 3 ( 5 3 + 0 )
for any integer n.
Computation of πtp ~q~\SY) for p+q=2. 83Λωin=S3>1r}ΐAωni=0, δ 3 1 &> 4 l l + 1
= δ 8 . 1 (α> Λ f .4ω;)=(l-p)ω5=2ω5-( l+p) α* of order 'oo, S i, 1a>H=S i.i9?. aa>I"+ 1=
iβ3(Xδ2ω|"+1)=/33(%iJ_4B) of order 2 and δ3>1ω4."+3 is of order oo. Thus we have
(9.4) -KerPij: θ jrS-' - - ^ i 0 ) - θ
ί+ί=3 p+q=
The exact sequence (1.9) for r=3 and Proposition 1.10 give the isomorphism
Since we have computed Im δ3f l just above (9.4), remarking that ξΐ,3(03=ξ*,3ηf,iω"
=XωJ we obtain
























/(?r Λ/ίj; integer n.
Proposition 9.5 describes λ|,ff for ^ + ^ = 2 . By Proposition 4.8 the groups
π
s
PΛ for p+q=2 are determined except 7rftl, π$,o and Trf,.!.
Since *S^ is of order 2 by Corollary 7.2, ΛS^ : πf-^πf^ is a homomorphism.




®πϊ=Zβ-ήη®ZI2-Sq'η. Since %: TΓ^^TΓO5,! is a
monomorphism by Proposition 5.3, we see that ήη=ήη (by Theorem 8.8, i)),
p Sqη=Sqη and % Sqη=η-\-ή or ^+pή.
By the forgetful exact sequence and π?t0=Z ή we see that 7rf,o=.Z $2.
By the fixed-point exact sequence (1.12) for r = 4 and 7r1s 0(5V0)=Z/8 yS4(%)
we see that πi
ι
-ι=0.
Summarizing the aboves we get the following theorems.




n>-4n+2^ZI2'ηήinξBZI2-pvή4n(Bπίin+2 for any interger n.
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Theorem 9.7. i) ήή=ήη, ii) p Sqη—Sqη and iii) X Sqη=η-\-ή or
V+PV
10. 3 stem
Proposition 10.1. There is an element v^π2Λ satisfying the following con-
ditions:
) = v and φ(y)=η.
ii) βι(v)=vωT2 and β2(v) =
Proof. Identify the quaternions H with JR 2 ' 2 by the involution τ(q)=




2>2X/22'2—>i22'2. In the same way as the Case of ή9 we have a τ-map
z): Σ 4 > 3 ^ > Σ 2 ' 2 by the Hopf construction. The element of πi
Λ
 represented by
v is also denoted by the same letter. Obviously -v^ (z>) = i t ^ . Replace v by — v
when ψ(v)=—v. Then we see that ΛJr(v)=v} hence βι{v)=vωΐ2.
The fixed-point set of the involution T : H->H is the complex numbers,
whence φ(v)—η.
V*,2β2(v)=βi(v)=vωϊ2 It follows that β2(v)—pωϊ^eKer ^ f i 2 = I m [f?,i:
7ri3 - 1 (5 1 + 0)->7rϊ2 -1(52 + '°)]=0, since TΓ^'-^SV^^Trf-O, i.e. β2(ύ)=pωj1. D
Computation of T Γ I " ^ ' " 9 " ^ * ? 2 0 ) for />+5 r=3. Observe the short exact se-
quence (7.4) for r=3. vY^2(vv-4n)=V2o>in, β2{vv-4n) is of order 2, ηϊ,2β2(ήή-±n)
=V2ω\n-\ β2m-4n) is of order 2, i7f i 2(^ωi"+ 1)=i72ωί"+ 1, ^ ω i M + 1 is of order 2,
^2(«2ωiΛ)-772ωίM-2 and 2 * 2 ω i " = χ ^ ω l
(z^ωlΛ~3). Thus we obtain
Proposition 10.2. (w|- ί - ί - 1 (55. °








iv) ^ - 1 -4«-1(5i °)=Z/2./8 2(^.J0Z/2.f? i l(i;ωί -2)
/or αwy integer n.
Computation of wl-' - - 1 ^ - 0 ) for j > + ? = 3 . S21(v2o>f)=S2 iηf,3(v2ωκ3)=0,
\2ξt
Λ
{vω\"-1) of order 2, δ 2 > 1( 57 2ω}»+ 2)=δ 2 > Λf. 3(« 2ωr 1)=0 and
δ2.i7*3(^?ω3+ 1)=0. Thus we have
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(10.3) Ker[δ2>1: θ ifc*--*-1^9) -> θ w|-> - (S5. 0)]
The exact sequence (1.9) for r=2 and (9.2) give the short exact sequence
- ^ Z[ω 4 , ωΓ4]® {Zβ-ηQZβ-ηωT1} -» 0 .
Since ^f,3/33(^-4«)=^ωίM, /33(?-4«) is of order 2, i7f i3(ίωS)=i?ωί""1 and 2
?*2(^2ωin), by the computation of Im δ2>i above (10.3) we obtain








i i i ) 7Cst+ ι~An~ (S+ )
for any integer n.
Computation of nγpt'q'\SA^) for
'
ι)=β3(Xήή-An)=(l+ρ)β3{η-4n) of order 2, 83 f l(i7ωί l l + 2)=
w
) of order 2 and S 3 > 1 ( W + 3 ) = 8 3 i l i 7 f i 4 ( ^ J + 1 ) = 0 . Thus
we have
(10.5) Ker[δ 3 f l : θ π^'-'-^S1,'0) -> θ ^ 3 s -^- 9 (5 3 + 0)]








1 ( 5 3 + 0)/Im δ3 p l - ^ i θ T Γ 4 ^ ' " " 9 " 1 ^ ' 0 )
- ^ Z [ ω 4 , ω Γ 4 ] ® { Z . l θ Z . 2 ω ? } ~> 0 .
Thus we obtain
Proposition 10.6. ( T Γ ^ - ^ ^ S 4 , ' 0 ) , ί + J = 3 )
ii) 7r4sn+lt"4w~1(5'+
iii) TΓ4SW+2 - 4 Λ - 2 ( 5 4 , '
iv) 7Γ 4 5 M + 3 '- 4 w - 3 (5 4 f '
for any integer n.
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Computation of wl"*--*-1^'0) for^>+5=3.
Proposition 10.7. i) δ4>Iωϊ"=0, iί) δ4>1ω8"+4=f4*,1(i'ω8' ), iii) δ4flω4l<+2
= A ( ^ _ 4 B ) , iv) δ4>1ω!"+1 = 2α>Jωϊ-(l+p)ω^ and v) δ4)1ω8"+5 = lω^ωϊ-
{(1 +p)ω"4+1ωϊ-ξΐ,-ί{pωl»+1)} for any integer n.
Proof, i) δ4>1ω!"=S4>1i7f,5ωI=0. ϋ) δ ^ ω f ^ ^ S ^ ^ ω Γ ^ ^
ω1)=ξf.1/31(δ4α)Γ1ωϊ)=f tι(vωT) since ψ{S^»t)=v by Theorem 3.5. iii) δ4j lω4"+2
= δ4>Λf,2ωI«
+1
=/34(%δ2ωI"+I)=/34(%^_4B). iv) δ 4 i l ωr + 1 =δ 4 > 1 (ω Λ f , 5 ω?)=(l-p)ω^
=2ω*ωϊ—(l+p)ω"ω" by (3.9). v) Observe the exact sequence (1.12) for r = 4 .
Since δ4f?,1(i'ωf"41)=p3δ1(i'ω!"+1)=-δ1(ω1/3](δ4ωΓ1sϊ))=(p-l)δ4ωΓ1552, we see
that Si{2ωn4+1ωni-((l+ph1+1ωni-ξii(vωsίn+1))}=0. By Theorem 7.6, iii), 7r£8fI-4>
8 B + 4 = Z . δ 1 ω f
B + 5
Θ % 8 " + 4 7r8
s






 to both sides of this equality. Since 57f,4δ4>1ω!
B+5






+15)2=cΰf"44 and ^f,4??!.4(i'ωf'>+1)=0, we see that 2β ω8"+4=2ω?"+4, hence a
= 1. Thus we obtain the relation v). •
Propositions 10.6 and 10.7 imply that
(10.8) Ker[δ 4 1 : 0 π^ -^HS1,'0) -> 0 »4s"' - f ( 5 i 0)]
' p+q=4
 3 ^ + ί = 4
= Z[ωί, ωT*]®{Z l® "ΣZΊωV} ,
1 = 1






1(5r4+ °)/Im84 1« θ π*s->'-'-\S¥
by Proposition 1.10. Thus we obtain






















2 ( S i °)
iv) ^ + 4 - 8 "- 3 (5 5 + °)
v) ^ " + 5 - 8 - 4 ( 5 5 + 0)
vi) ^ + 8 - 8 ' - 7 (5= 0)
/or any integer n.
Proposition 10.9 describes λ/fί for p-\-q=3. By Proposition 4.8 the groups
πp>q for ^-f-^=3 are determined except πi,i, τrf>0 and arί.-i.
The forgetful exact sequence
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τr
S
 5ί*.-l.-VQl^^i^5 ^S £* -l.-l/Ql.0\
induces a short exact sequence
X
0 -> Z/12-vS^T1 -> ni
Λ
 -» Zβ {fiη+Sqη) -* 0 .
By Proposition 10.1 we have 7r2
5
,i=Z/24 z), 2i)=z;δ1ωΓ1 and Xv=ήη+Sqη. Since
A 7rl,i~>7ri2'~1(*S'+0) is isomorphic, p v=—v.
By the forgetful exact sequence and πi,o=Z ή2 we see that πit0=Z ή
3
.
By the fixed-point exact sequence (1.12) for r = 5 and 7rV0(S+>0)=Z/16
i85(%)ΘZ/12 {2£5(X)-ff.i^ωΓ3)} we see that πi.-^ZIll-vS&T3.
Put
(10.10) ^8n = S4ωl-ΛωΓ and v = ^0 = δ4ω4 .
Then β1(pSn)=^oίTSn and β1(ff)=β1(v)=v by Theorem 3.5.




iv) 7Γ8SM,_8«+3^Z/24 ^ 8 w 0Z/8 ( l+p)^ 8 r t 0πr£ 8 M + 3 /or αwy m ^ ^ r n.
v) π$
n
+lt_8n+2^Z/2 'f)η778n(Bπί8n+2for any integer n.
vi) ^f«+2.-4ι.+1»Z/12.i;δ1ωΓ4ll"1θ7r£4 l l+i/or if Φ0.
vii) π !





ύv8n+sφZI2 ήηήSn+Aφπί8n-2 for any integer n.










Observe the following exact sequence associated with the T-coflbration
Since π)Γp'~9~1(S1+'0)^πi=0 for p+q=4r> the above exact sequence implies that
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(11.1) W.β ' \V TVs \b+ j^
Ker[δ1 5: 0 π%"p'-9'\S5+'°) -* 0 *
* p+q=4 P+P=4









ϋ) ^ 4 / + 2 -4"-1(5i °)=z/2.χ2^f>4ω;>







3 ( 5 6 + ° ) = 0 ,
vi) ^ | " + 8 - 8 i ι - 7 (5!ί. 0)
/or any integer n.
Proposition 11.2 describes λ/fί for ^)+^=4. By Proposition 4.8 the groups
7tp>q for/>+g=4 are determined except τr|(2, πitU τrf>0 and τr|,_i.
The forgetful exact sequence (1.5) induces the exact sequence
% ψ
0 -* ^/.ί ~* ^ /-i.ί -^ 7Γ35 for ρ + g = 4 .
This exact sequence together with Theorem 10.11 gives that πlt2=Z\2 Sq"n
2
,
τr | f l =0, πit0=Z ή4 and ^55,_!=0. Thus we obtain
Theorem 11.3. (τr/i9, p+q==4)
i) ^35,i=0.
ϋ) πlo=Z ή\
iii) ?Γ55.-1 = 0.
iv) ^ , - 4 « + 4 ^ ^ / 2 %2z)δ4ωl-ΛΘ7r£4«+4/or n φ l .
v) 7Γ8M+it_8w+3^Z/8 ^ 8 n ® 7 r £ 8 w + 3 / 0 r έwry integer n.
vi) πi
n+2,-&n+2^πί8n+2for any integer n.
viii) ?r&+5 i-i1.-i«^/16 Xδ 6ωi- | ie^£ 8 l l . 1/or
ix) 7Γ85M+6,_8M_2«Z/2 % 2^^ 8 M + 8©^£ 8 n_ 2/or any m ί ^ r n.
Theorem 11.4. i) ήv=0, ii) vή8n=0 for any integer n. iii)
X 2 £ £ 8 Λ + 8 Φ 0 in 7Γ8
5
M+6,_8W_2 /or «ny integer n.
Proof, i) «z>eΞ7Γ35,i=0, hence ήύ=O. ii) z)^8w-:
(^8n)=0. iii) Since X3^f ί i4ω;+ 1ffl;=ff i l(^ω! ί l + 4)=ff
we have ηh(ύξi2ω\n+2)=Xϋξt2ω\n*z=Xz^^ By
(11.1) we see that z>^2ω2 M + 3=:%2^?,4ω4 + 1ωJ. Applying δ6 to both sides of this
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Since πi^πi=0, the exact sequence associated with the τ-cofibration
S ^ C S 7 / - ^ ? ^ 1 / implies that







=fίi2(^ωί"+1)=ffi2(^ωίίl)=fίi2i7fi8(ifωS) = 0 and ^ = 0 by
Thoerem 11.4, the stable equivariant Toda bracket
is well-defined. By Proposition 6.8, i), we see that vtt%<fi, ύ, ξt,2ω\n
Vιωl as h2ΛωT
ι
ωl^β2{v.%n) = vω\n. Let
4 * + l \ τ , — 8* + 3,—8»—4/p6,0\2 > CZπ s (ώ J
be the element such that vi^ηω\n^]6=^ω'l+1ω'l. Then '??,7(κ?f,6hω!>I+3]6)=















"(5 7 + °)=Z/16 Xω?,
ii) π
s
 (*S+ )=ZI2 Xvξψtiω4y
iii) ^ + 3 - 4 M - 2 (S 7 + ' ° ) -0 ,







4 ( 5 7 + 0 ) - Z / 8 . % ^ , 6 M w + 3 ] 6 ,
vi) ^s ι + 8 -8 i ι-7(si. o ) = z / 2 xίf?ci4ω;+1©ϊ
/or α/zy integer n.
Proposition 12.2 describes \ftq for p-{-q=5. By Proposition 4.8 the groups
πp





The forgetful exact sequence (1.5) implies that
Y ^ 5 —^ vrS
A,. Tiptq *" /Γ^,_11q




 1 = 0 , πit0=Z χ-ψ and zr6._i=0. By [10], Theorem 2.2, there exists an element
y7^π7>0 such that φ(3;7)=24. Since φ: πit0-+π$ is a monomorphism, X3y7=ή4,
ence 7r5
5
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Theorem 12.4. (πp.q, p+q=S)





,-.in+5^πί4n+5for any integer n.
vi) πϊ
n+lt-4n+A~ZI2-Xvδtcol-
n®πίin+ifor n φ l .






x) πL+7,-8n-2^Zβ Xvi>8n+8®πί8n-2 for any integer n.
Proposition 12.5. i) π¥+3'-Sn-\S6+'°)=ZI8.[Vωln+3]6 and p[Vωln+3]6 =
[ηωln+3]6. ii) ^8n+3 is of order 8 and p P 8 w + 3 = ? 8 w + 3 . iii) ψ(? 8 «+3H*' 2 ^ ^ ^ β n + a
= ^^8n
Proof, i) Consider the exact sequence
P* 77*
w|-2 - β - * ( 5 i . °) — 7r8s"+3 - 8 " - 4 ( 5 6 + °) - ^ ^8s"+3 - 8 " - 4 ( 5 5 + 0 ) -> 0 .
Since f f . i ( ^ ω f - 2 ) = ?ir.i7f.β/9,(i>ί-8.) = /
β






4 (5+ 0) is isomorphic. T h e exact sequence associated with the τ-cofibra-












4 ( 5 s + 0 ) ^ ^ 8 s " + 3 - 8 " - 4 ( 5 4 , 0 ) is
isomorphic, hence vt.*: w |" + 3 - 8 " - 4 ( 5 ϊ o ) - * w | " + 3 - β - 4 ( 5 i °) is isomorphic.
Observe the exact sequence
Since δlj3(«ωlf + 1 ) = δ i χ 4 ( « ω r i ω j ) = θ and δ1 >,(Vi"+ 1-f
{yω\n^) = -2vω\n*2 of order 12, we have π%n+3--in-\SY)=Z^ W^m. The
above arguments prove i).
ii) is obtained from i) and Theorem 12.4, vii).
iϋ). Ψ(iWM)e*(δ
β
<$, i>, fr.2ωF4"+ 1> τ)cψ««, ύ, ^ τ)c<v, v, v> = *2 by
Proposition 6.7 and [14], Lemma 5.12, i.e. •φ (^+3) = v2. And X2ΰSn+3 = X%
13. 6 stem
The exact sequence (1.9) with πf^πi = 0 implies that
ξty. Z[ω
u
ω7ι]®Zβ ι? ^ φ 7fe*--<-\S2S) and
ff.2: θ «2fp -*-\SY)-* θ ΛfΓ' - - ^ ί i 0) are isomorphic.
P+Q=6 p+q=6
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Thus we obtain
Proposition 13.1. (π3s->'->-\S3+ °), p+q=6)




By a routine argument using the exact sequence (1.9) we have






'\^) -* θ π^-^iS^1'0)]
' p + q=6 p + q = 6
= Ker[δ
r
. 3 1 : θ T^-*-*--*-^'








1(5't>0) for p+q=6. The exact sequence (1.9) for
r = 3 , (13.2) and (7.3) induce the short exact sequence
o-> e TΓI-' - * - 1 ^ 3 / ) — Θ T Γ ^ ' - ^ 1 ^ 0 )
ί+?=6 ρ+g=6
-^4- Z[ω?, ωΓ2]® { Z ^ vφZ/Z ^ωΓ1} -* 0 .
7?.4A(ί-β.)="ωϊ", &(*-*.) is of order 24, ^f.4(ίωΓ1ω?)=^ωr+ 4 ) ίωJ+IJ53 is of
order 24, ^f,4(ί>ω?)=vωί"-2) ί>ωj is of order 24, vtΦi{falV-in)=V3a>ϊ'~\ β^VV-Λn) is
of order 2, ^f,4(«V)='73ωί""3 and 2«V=%^V=-% 4 J 7 ω"=0, i.e. ^3ω? is of order





























7 ( 5 4 +
/or αwy integer n.
Computation of w|-' -«-1(55. °) for p+q=6. \
ι
(vωtn) = 0, 84tl(vωT+1)
β4(X3ΰ.Sn+3)=2β4(v_Sn)-ξΐΛ(v2ωin-3) of order 12 by Proposition 12.5, S^vωV*2)
= δ4,1(^ω?"+4)=A(%3^_8B)=ff,i(i'2α,8"-2) of order 2, S4>6>r3)=S4)1(z>a>8"+5) =
2ί)ωΓ1δ)J+?f,i(i'2ω!"-1) of order 12 by Proposition 10.7, δ4Λ(vωln+4)=β4(X3vv_Sn)
=ff. i(^ωf) of order 2, δ41(vω s1n+5)=2ίωV1ωn4-{(l+P)ίωV1ωn4-ξt1(v2ωί''+1)}
=2vωVιωn4 of order 12, δ4>1(^ω!"+6) = δ4 > 1( !)ω!"+ 8)=0 and δ4 j l(^ωf"+7) = δ4>1(i>ω!"+9)
=2z)ω4+1ω"+1 of order 12. Thus we have
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The exact sequence (1.9) for r=4, (13.2) and (10.3) give the short exact sequence
U —* Ku 7Ts (&+' J/J-ni OA i > w TCS (*J+ )
vf.s
Z[ω\, ωϊ4]®{ZI2'V2®ZI2>η2ωϊ1ΘZI2 v2ωϊ;2} -*• 0 .
Since ^ ( ^ ω s ) = η2ω\n~2y 2ή2ω" = Xή3ωl = ξf^ωWi), vf.sβstfή-An) =
β^η-An) is of order 2, ^*5/35(w-4«)=^2ωίw, βsivv-in) is of order 2, γ_
hωfw + 3]6)-972ω!w + 2 and 2ήvfιe[Vωs1n-'3]6=ή3ξi,ωl+1ωl by the computation of Im








ii) ^8s"-1 - 8 " - 1 ( 5 5 +
i i i ) ^"•-8»-2(55 + °)
iv) »| + ι - 8 - 3 (
<
S 5 +
v) ^ s " + 2 -8«-4(55 +
vi) 7Γ8s"+3 - 8 » - 5 ( 5 5 +








7 (5 5 +







-\S6+ °) for p+q=6. δStl(v2ωίn) = S5il(v2ω\n-1) =
«) of order 2 and δ5>1(^2ω?"+2) =
) = 0 . Thus we have
(13.6) Ker[δ5 1: φ wS-' - -^SV0) -> θ w|-* - (55+ 0)]
' p+q=7 P+ς=7
= Z[ωί, (*[*]
The exact sequence (1.9) for r = 5 , (13.2) and (10.5) give the short exact sequence
0 — θ Trl-' - ^ O S ^ y i m δ 5 ! - ^ θ wl-' -'-HSi
 0)





ωI1} -> 0 .
Since
 7f.e/9e(*-4.)=W, A(4-«,) is of order 2,7?f,6(V?)=^ω8"-1, 2ίω?=f f,5(«2ω?),
'7*6['?coi"+3]6=->7&)i"+3, [y(»i"+% is of order 8 and Im δ5>1 is computed above (13.6),
we obtain
Proposition 13.7. (π%-p -q-\Sβ+ °), p+q=6)
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iii) π%»^-*»-\Sy)
iv) ^ |"+ 2 - 8»- 3(5 6 + 0)
v) 7r|»+3 - 8»- 4(5 6 + °)
vi) ^ " + 4 - 8 " - 5 ( 5 6 + 0)




viii) π:| ' I + 6 - 8 " - 7 ( 5 6 + 0 ) = Z / 2
/or any integer n.
Computation of πV'-'-XSl 0) for p+q=6. δ61(^ωί")=0, δβ f l(7ωί"+ 1)=
(l+p)/36(?_4a) of order 2, 56>1(^6>l"+2)=^6(%^.4a) of order 2, δ6>1(,ω8";3) = δ6)1^ f,4
(«ωr15>?)=^6(^^-8«)=2/36(%2^_8B) of order 2 and δ6il(,?ω8"+7)=0. Thus we
have
(13.8) Ker[δ 6 1: θ w7s-' - -1(5ί-°) -• θ w|-* - (5!t 0)]
The exact sequence (1.9) for 7=6, (13.2) and (10.8) give the short exact sequence
0-> θ 7r|->'-«-χS 6v 0)/ImS 6 1-^ 0 wV-' -^OS7/)
ί ? 6 '
e Σ ^ 2ω2i} -* 0 .
ί = l
Thus we obtain

















4 ( 5 7 + 0 )
vi) 7r |" + 5 - 8 «- 5 (5 7 + 0)
τ τ
: : \ — 8« + 6,—8«—6/ C7,0\ r* cs 8« + 7
vii) π
s
 (o+ j = ^ o7flωi ,
Vlllj 7Γs ( ^ o + J — £ j \ L % v ς i t 4 ω 4 ωikjyZ/jΔ*ςηt\[y ω\ )
for any integer n.
Computation of T r l ^ " ^ ^ ! ' 0 ) for p+q=6. δ 7 > 1ω?Λ=0, δ7>1ω?M+4=/?7(%3^_8w)
of order 2, 87 § 1ωί"
+ 2







 are of order oo. Thus we have
(13.10) Ker[δ71: 0 πl'^^Si'0) -> θ π^'-^S7,'0)]
' ρ+q=7 ρ+q=7
= Z[ω\,
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2 ( S 8 + 0 )
iv) 7r 8s"+ 4 '- 8"- 3(S 8V°)=0,
__\
 / _ 8 M + 5 , — 8 » — 4 / o 8 , 0 \ TIQ fcHί Γ 8»+3η
v) π
s
 (o + ' )=Zj^ ξt^[ηωι J6,
vi) 2r|«+6 - 8"- 5(S! | . 0)
vii) τr8sw+7 - 8*- 6(S 8 + °)
viii) 7r|-+8 - 8 " - 7 ( S i 0)
/ integer n.
Proposition 13.11 describes λ|tff for ^ + ^ = 6 . By Proposition 4.8 the
groups 7r|>? for p+q=6 are determined except 7rf>3, π$t2, ^5.1, TΓI.O and ^7,^ 2.
By Corollary 7.2 we know that Sqv^πitZ and is of order 24. Hence by the
fixed-point exact sequence (1.12) for r=8 we see that π$t3=ZI8'V3ξBZI24 Sqv.
By the forgetful exact sequence (1.5) we get that πit2=Z/2 v2, π§Λ=0, πi>0~
Z'Xy7®Zβ*v%ωT
5
 and πl^=Zβ v%ωϊ\ Thus we obtain




v) πin.sH+β^Zβ vvtoξBZβ ppVtoΦπί+βfor any integer n.
vi) πin+i,-8n+5^πί8n+5 for any integer n.
vii) πin+2,-8n+A^ZI4-vΐ>Sn(Bπίsn+4for any integer n.
viii) Tr^+a.-sw+s^^/S ^+aθ^ίsn+s/or αwy integer n.
ix) πi
n+4t-gn+2^πί8n+2 for rcφO.










xii) ?r8 s Λ + 7 i-8 Λ-i«Z/16 %δ8ωΓ"ΘZ/2.i^δ1ωΓ8""6θ?r£8 l l.1/or
Since δ 4 > 1 (^ w + 3 )=2z)ωΓ 1 ωϊ+f 4 * 1 (^ω? w - 1 ) , we get





Proposition 14.1. There is an element fr^πi^ such that ψ(σ)=σ and
Proof. Let 8 be the Cayley numbers and eQ—\, eu -,e7 the canonical
basis of 8 over R. Put S^=e
λ
e2ez, then ££,£=£,- for 0 < / < 3 and ££,£=—£,• for
4<z<7. Identify 8>=R4A=R{eA> e5) £6, e7}®R{ly eu e2, e3} by the involution
τ(x)=Sxβ for Λ G S . By parallel arguments to the cases of ή and z), the product
of the Cayley numbers gives an element σZΞπf^ such that ψ(σ) = zbcr and φ(σ)
^^v. Replace it with i σ or ±p<x if necessary, then we get a desired element.
D
Computation of ^" ' - " ' "^S+ 0) for p+q=7. Observe the short exact
sequence (7.4) for r=7. •ηf,2{v2ωl)=v2ω\", v2ω\ is of order 2, •ηttz(ρ3ω%)=vzω\n~z
by Proposition 12.5 and 2P3ω?=%^ί'3ω?=ff,1(/31(^3)ω?'!)=??.1(^2c«)f"4)=0) i.e.
is of order 2. Thus we obtain
Proposition 14.2. (π\-p -^\S2^
ii) ^ | " - 3 - 2 " - 3 ( 5 2 + 0 )





-\S\ '') for p+q=7. δ2jl(i;2ωϊ")=0, δ2>1(v2ωί"+1)=
S2,^f.3(i73«r1)=0, δ 2 > 1( I ' 2ωί"+ 2)=δ 2 )^f,3(^ωr 1)=0 and
by Proposition 8.4. Thus we have
(14.3) Ker[δ2 1: θ
' p+4= p+q=8
The exact sequences (1.9) for r = 2 and r=3 give isomorphisms












1(54+ 0 ) .
ί+ί=7 ί+«=7 V
Since % 2 P_ 8 B + 3 =^V_ 8 B by Proposition 12.5, we obtain
Proposition 14.4. (»£">• -«-1(SV°), p+q=7)
ii)
iii)
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iv) πt-ϊ -s-XSX









for any integer n.
Computation of wl" '-- '- '^ 0 ) for p+q=7. The exact sequence (1.9)
for r = 4 and (13.4) give the short exact sequence
0 - θ π*
s
-*'-*-\S% 0 ) ^ θ »B
s
-' -«-
1(55+ 0 ) - ^
p+q=7 p+Q=7
ΦZ[ωί, ωτi]®{Zl2 ifωT1@Zβ rfω1} -* 0 .
By [10], Theorem 2.2, we see that φ(πf,0)=24π^ and φ(πit<ί)=2sπξ. By the
forgetful exact sequence (1.5) with this fact we know that ψ (^ 7 )φ0 and ψ(2y7)
= 0 . Hence
(14.5) ψ(y7) = 120<r, i.e. A ( j 7 ) = 120σωΓ7 .
vHΨωl)=rfω\n-\ 243ωϊ=f?.4(44ωS5j)=?
(<rω?"-7),
 9f.5(ia»S)=»tt>f"-2, ίa>S is of order 24,
is of order 2, i7f.5/85(ί_β),)=i'ω?", yS5(ί_8B) is of order 24, ^,5/35(i'δ1ω?"+ 3)=2^ωf+ 2,
/35("δ i ω?"+ 3) is of order 12 by Theorem 10.11, vi), vt,5βs(p8ιωs1^5)=2vωs1n*4,
/35(ι>δ1ω?"+5)=(i'δ1ωΓ3)ω5+1 is of order 12 by Theorem 10.11, iii), and the periodi-
city, ί f , s ( i y , t W t t ί ] « ) = W M 1 and 2ή2vi6[Vω8r3]6=ξti(ή4ωr1ωl)=ξf,i(X3y7


































/or any integer n.
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Computation of wl "* ' - 4 " 1 ^ ' 0 ) for p+q=7. δ
s>1(i/ω?")=0, δ5ιl(vωl"+1)=
2β5(p.Sn)-{l+p)β5(v.an) of order 12, δ5il(l/ω?"+2)=δ5j(z)α>?»+4)=/35(%3^-8») of
order 2, δ5il(i>ω8"+3)=/35( ι>δ1ω8' !+3) of order 12, δ5>1(^ω?"+4)=/35(%3^ί_8)t) of order
2, δ5>1(vω?'''+5)=A(ί'δ1ω!"+5) of order 12, S5A(Vωln+6)=S5Λ(i>ω\n+s)=0 and δ5>1
(
vω
l"'+7)=S5A(ύωln+9)=2vωl+1 of order 12. Thus we have'
(14.7) K e r [ δ 5 1 : θ »βs-' -«-1(5i. °) — θ w|-* - f(55. 0)]
= Z[ωf, ω
0 Z[ωί, ωΓ
The exact sequence (1.9) for r = 5 and (13.6) give the short exact sequence
0 ^ θ ^ - ' - ' ( S ' / J / I m S s ! - ^ 0 wl-' - -Vίϋ. 0)
^
-in) and ββ(Vη.4n) are of order 2, 7f. ί(4[7ω!"+ 3]β)=7 2ω!"+ 2, 2«[,ω?"+ 3] 6=
^






















1(S7+'°) for p-\-q = 7. S61(η2ω4ιn)=
^A(v2ωln-2)^0,S6>1(η2ωίn+1)=^+p)βe(vV-4n) of order 2 and
S 6,i(«Vw + 4)-/3 6(% 3^_ 8 M)=4/3 6(%^_ 8 w)=0. Thus we have
(14.9) Ker[δ 6 1 : Θ π7s-p'-q-\S\:0) -> Θ T Γ ^ ' - ^ 0 ) ]
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The exact sequence (1.9) for r = 6 and (13.8) give the short exact sequence







1} -+ 0 .
Since ηh(M)=
ηω
\n-\ 2ήωn7=ξt,6(tfωϊ), vtjβ7(r1-in)=ηωϊ', βΊ{η.in) is of order
2 and Im δ 6 1 is computed above (14.9), we obtain























7 ( 5 7 + 0 )
for any integer n.
Computation of wl"'--*- 1^ 0) for p+q=7. S7Λ(ηωtn)=B7il(ηωs1'-ι)=0,
S7tl(Vωin+1)=(l+p)β7(v-4n) of order 2, δ7>1(9?α>Γ+2)=/37(χ^_4B) of order 2 and
"
+ 3) = δ7il(«ω8"+4)=2yS7(%2v_8M) of order 2. Thus we have
(14.11) Ker[δ71: 0 ΛI-' - - ^ V 0 ) — 0 w7 s-''"W)]
= Z[ωl, ωτ*]®{Zβ-ηωτι®Zβ-η®ZI2-ηω\} .
The exact sequence (1.9) for r=7 and (13.10) give the short exact sequence
0-* θ πl-t'-'-XSl ^ IΊmδr!-^ θ TΓI-^-^ 1 ^ 0 )
Thus we obtain
Proposition 14.12. ( T Γ I " ^ - ^ ^ 8 / ) , P+q=7)
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©Z/120-




















7 ( 5 8 0 )







~\S9+'°) for p+q=7. By a parallel argument to
Proposition 10.7 we have
Proposition 14.13. i) S8>1ωί6"=0, ii) δ8)1ωϊ6f +8=£8*1(σ-ωi6"), iii) δ8, iω?"+4
=/38(X3£_8B), iv) δ8 > 1ω4"+ 2=^8(%^.4 B), v) δ81ω\en+1=2ωϊωni-(ί+p)ωlml and
vi) δ s . ^ r ^ ^ Z ω Γ 1 ^ - {(l+p)ωΓhfi-ξr.i(σωJ6"+1)} /or β»y mί^er n.
This Proposition implies that
(14.14) Ker[δ81: φ w ^ - -^V0) - θ w|-' -«(5i °)l
and we have the isomorphism
by Proposition 1.10. Thus we obtain















iii) 7r85"+2 - 8 " - 1 ( 5 9 + 0 )
iv) πT3 -Sn-\Sl °)
v) ^ |"+ 4 - 8 "- 3 (5 9 + 0)
vi) * r 5 - 8"- 4(S 9 + °)=Z/4
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vii) ^ |" + 6 -8«-5(59+ 0)
viii) »|"+7 -8"-β(5+°)
ix) 7tT^-ι"n-\SY
x) ^ 1 5 6 " + I 6 - 1 6 " - 1 5 ( 5 9
for any integer n.
Proposition 14.15 describes λ£ g for p-\-q=Ί. By Proposition 4.8 the
groups πf,q for p-\-q=7 are determined except πi,3, 7rfi2> zrβ.i, πf,o and arf,_i
Observe the following forgetful exact sequence (1.5):





-^πγ'-\S\'0) is a zero-map. Since
φ{σ) = v, we see that πitZ=Z\2^Xb®Z\%-Vz by Theorem 13.12. Thus we get
the short exact sequence
X
0 -» Z/240 (l—p)d -* τr4S3 -> Z/24 %a-θZ/4 2^3 -> 0 ,
as δ1(σωΓ3)=δ1(ω1a-)=(l-p)a-. Since X(24£)=0 and p(l—p)a-=—(1—p)ό , we
have 24(l+ρ)^=24ό :+p24ό--:24ό— 24σ-=0. On the other hand 24(l-p)£ is
of order 10, hence 48σ=48σ—24(l+p)σ=24(l—p)σ is of order 10. Thus & is
of order 480 and
12(l+p)£ = 0 or 120(1—p)£ .
This problem will be solved by discussions of 8 stem and, in fact, we get
(14.16) 12(l+p)ό- - 120(l-p)* = 240<5-,
of which the proof is postponed until the next section below Proposition 15.25.
(Here we remark that the relation (14.16) is also proved by H. Minami [12] by
certain arguments of equivariant /-images.) Thus we obtain







(14.17) <r16w = δ8ωs"Wn and σ = <τ0 = S8ω8.
Then /?i(σ-16n)=σωΓ16* and β1(σ)=β1(σ)=σ by Theorem 3.5.
Summarizing the aboves we get
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vi) τrf6Wi_16M+7«Z/24O σ 1 6 M0Z/16 (l + ^
/or any integer n.
vii) Trfe^s^e^^Z/SZ-XS^e^
viii) 7rf6w+i,_i6«-f6^^/2-^^^i6n07r-i6«+6/^ ^ J wi^er n.







θ^-8ιι+5/w β ^ J W ^ ^ Γ n.
xi) 7T8 M + 3 > _ 8 M + 4«Z/2-^ 8 w 0Z/2^8^r 8 M " 2 07ri 8 M + 4 /or αwj m ί ^ r /z.








θ7r£ 8 l l + 1/orwφO.
xv) 7T 8 5 W + 7 ( _ 8 M ~Z/2.% 3 £8 8 W 8 - M ©^
Since (l-p)3;7-δ1(ωA(j7)) = δ1
we get
Proposition 14.19. py7=y7 in π?ι0.
15. 8 stem
Computation of π^-'^Sl 0) for ^ + ^ = 8 . Observe the short exact
sequence (7.4) for r=8. η*,2(σ ωn2) = σωln, σω\ is of order 240, ηfι2(y7ωζ) =
120σωltt-7 by (14.5) and 2y7ωl=Xήy7ωn2=ξt,1(ήy7ωiη=12OξfΛ(Vσω21n-6)=Oy i.e.
y
Ί












3 ( S 2 / ) = Z / 2 4 0 . < ^
iii) τrr-7'-2w(52v°) = Z/2.3;7ω?0Z/2 f^(77σω^-8)0Z/2.6*j(^^^







-\S3+ °) for p+q=S.
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Since 2z>£=0 and 2£ί,2ω2
W + 1
=0, the stable equivariant Toda bracket
<vi, 2, f 3* 2ωf
+ 1> τ
is well-defined. By Proposition 6.8, i), we see that ηf^ζvύ, 2, ξf,2ωln+1yr=
vύoδϊ\(2ωln+ι)={v2ωtn+z}. By Propositions 6.7 and 9.3, 2<vΰ, 2, ?3*2ωiw + 1> τC
<vv, 2, 0 > τ = ^ o ^ » + 3 . - 4 « - 3 ( 5 i °)=0, i.e. all elements of <itf, 2, f ί > i " + 1 > τ are of
order 2. Next ψ(δ3<itf, 2, f ί 2 ω!" + 1 > τ )cψ(<it f , 2, ^ _4 M> τ)c<>2, 2, v>= {S, v} by
[14], (6.1). Moreover σξ*>2ωln+1 is an element of the indeterminacy of ζyΐ>, 2,
ξ*2ωln+1>r and ψ(δ3(σ??,2ω|w+1))=77<r. Thus there exists an element
P O)i ]3^:\VVy Z, ς3,2Cύ2 / C_7Γ5 (O + j
such that
(15.2') Ψ(B3[v2ωi"+3]3) = ε .
Put
(15.2") έin = S 3 ^ W 4 " + 3 ] 3 e < ^ , 2, ^ > τ





4 ί > + 3]3=δ l ί 7f,3KωΓ4"+ 3]3=δ1(ί'2ωΓ4"+ 3)-i'2δ IωΓ4"+ 3. Hence we have
Proposition 15.3. i) •ηt2[v2co\n*%=v2ω\n*s', ^26>4"+ 3]3 is of order 2, ii)
β1(έin)=€ωTin and X%n=v2^n^.
Since ήύ=O and vξf,1(vωln-1)=ξfΛ(
= 0 , the stable equivariant Toda bracket
is well-defined. By Proposition 6.8, i), we see that •$.!<$, i>, ξ*i(vωT~1)yτ=
f + 3 ] 6 . Let
(15.4) [V2ωl"+2]7G<ή, ϊ>, ξf.ι(vωf-
by the element such that 57*,7h2ωi"+2]7=^[97ωi"+3]6. Put
(15.4') έSn+5 = δ7[V2ωϊSn+2]7<=<ή, i>,
then ψ ( # 8 B + 5 ) e ψ « ^ ύ, v81ωTs"-1y)^<v,
Proposition 15.5. T Γ 8 / 4 2 ' - 8 " - 4 ^ 7 / ) = Z/8 [^2α)!"+2]7, vhfo2ω\n+% = η2ω\n+2
and p[^ω! ' ί + 2 ] 7 -[ 1 j 2 ω!" + 2 ] 7 .
Proof. Observe the following exact sequence:
8H-4,-8M-4/ Ql,0\ ^ 7 Ί ^8n + 2,-8w-4/ C7,0\ ^ 6 ' 7 ^
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Since π%n-i -tn-\S^)=Zβ'εω\n-i®Zβ y1<τω\n-\ξtι(εω\n-i)=ξhβι(ε-,n+i)=
^
2
ωf"- 3 =0 and δ 1 6 |?, 1( 0-ω!"- 3)=-2σω?"- 4 of order 120, from the
above exact sequence we see that
is isomorphic. •
The exact sequence (1.9) for r—2 and (14.3) give the short exact sequence
δ21(σωt") = 0, 82>ι(σωT^1) = 2άω\n- (l+p)άωT = 2«rω|"-%Vω|" = 2άωϊ"-ξfΛ
(vcrωί"-1) of order 120, S2Λ(σωί'-3)=2d-ωt' ~ξt,1(Vσωί'-5) of order 120, δ2>ι(σω4"+2)
=β2{Xrj.inσ)=ξίΛ{Vσω\n) of order 2 and δ2>1(σωί"+3)=2σωl"+1 of order 120.
Thus we have








Propositions 13.13 and 15.3, ηf,z[v2^\n~%=^\n-\ [^ωί""1^ is of order 2 by
Proposition 15.3, r)*,i{vvωl)=v2ω\n, vvω" is of order 2 and Im δ 2 Λ is computed





v) ^ 8 s" + 1 - 8 " - 7 ( 5 3 + 0 )
/or any integer n.
Computation of π\-p -«-χS^) for p+q=&. δ3A{v2ω\n)=Q, S3Λ{v2ω\n^)=
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+ 4 ) = O , S 3 > V
+ 2 ) = δ3 1(^ω4"+ 4)=0 and
ivvωT1 of order 2. Hence
(15.8) Ker[δ31: θ n%-t'-^\SY) -* φ
The exact sequence (1.9) for r=3 and 4 give isomorphisms
ξΐy. θ w|-' - -I(S3+ °)/Im δ,!« φ jrV' - -^S






Proposition 15.9. (^-"--^(SV), p+q=8)
i) πf-i -Sn(Sl 0)=Z











7 ( 5 5 + °)
/or awy integer n.
Computation of πr|~ί>"?~1(<S'+ 0) for p+q=8. The exact sequence (1.9) for
r = 5 and (14.7) give the short exact sequence




θZ[ω4, ωΓ*]®{Z/Z i V ' Φ ^ V ω i } -" 0
^f.6^3^)=,73ω8"-3, 2ή3ωl=ξts(Vωϊ), vh(vωϊ)=vωT-2, i>ω% is of order 24,
 v
f,φ6
(p.Sn)=vωίn, A(ί>_te) is of order 24, vf.Atfvy-^V3**?-1, βtfftfi-*) is of order
2,
 7?f.6(«2M"+3]6) = '73ω?"+1, 2Ψ[ηωί^l^ξUX'yM^lωr1), vt.eβ^^r3)^
2vω\n*\ β6(vBiωT+3) is of order 12 by Theorem 10.11, vi), vhβe(^io>ίn+5) =
2v
ω
\n+i and /36(i'δ1ω?"+5) is of order 12 by Theorem 11.11, iii), and the periodi-
city. Thus we obtain
Proposition 15.10. {π%-p -"-\S^), p+q=8)








for any integer n.
Computation of nΊf*'-*-\SV) for p+q=S. S6>1(vωT)=0, δ6Λ(ι>ωln+1)=
2β6(t_Sn)-(l+p)βe(v_Sn) of order 12, S 6 > 1(^r+ 2)=S 6 ' 1(i>«!"+ 4)=A(% 3W-8») of
order 2, S6 1( I 'ω?' I + 3)= /ββ(vδ 1ω!"+ 3) of order 12, S6)1(i'ω?"+4)=/S6(%3ί'^-8B) of order
2, δ6 1(vω!' : + 5)= /S6(i'δ1ω?"+ 5) of order 12, δ6 1(»ω!"+ β) = δβ 1 (ί) ω ?" + 8 )=0 and δ6>1
( i»ωf" + 7 )=δ
β > 1 ( ίω!" + 9 )=2ίω5 + 1 oforderl2. Hence
(15.11) K e r [ δ 6 l : φ *7s-* - -1(5-1+ °) — φ »|-» - (5ϋ. 0)]
' p+9=9 p+9=9







The exact sequence (1.9) for r=6 and (14.9) give the short exact sequence
0 — •© jrS-' - - W J / I m δ 6 ! -^4. φ π7s-" -"-\Sl 0)
m Z[ωί, ωT4\®{Zβ'V2®Zβ'V2ωT1®Zβ'V2ωT2} — 0 .
1?ί7(«2ω?)='7V'>-2, 2«2ω?=ffβί^ωί), vtiβtffi-*)^*?-1, βiiH-u) is of order
2, vhβ7(vv-4n)=V2o>ί", βr(vv-<n) is of order 2, Vh[v2°>\n*%=V2°>\n*\ [ ^ ! " + 2 ] r is








iii) πf ->"-2(S7+ 0)
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iv) ^|"+ 1 - 8 "- 3 (5 7 + 0)
v) ^ » + 2 -8»-4(57 + ° )=Z/8. [v2ωί"+2]7,
vi) n%^-tn-\SY)
vii)
viii) ^ | " + 5 - 8 "- 7 (5 7 + 0)
/or any integer n.
Computation of wl^ - -^S 0) for p+q=8. S7 ι(η2ωin) = 87Λ(v2ωίn+3)
S 7 > 1 (^!"- 2 )=0, 57>l(1?V"+l) = (l+p)/37(w-4B) of order 2 and δ ^ t f ω ! " 2 )
S71(if ω!"+4)=4/37(X£_8B) of order 2. Hence
(15.13) Ker[S7 1: θ wl-' - -^V 0 ) — θ w7s-' - (57+ 0)]
ί + ϊ 9 ^ + 7 9
The exact sequence (1.9) for r = 7 and (14.11) give the short exact sequence
ε*
0-^ θ «7Γ' -f~1(57f °)/Im δ ; i ^ θ Trl-*--'-1^8-0)
-^4. Z[ω?, ωΓ8]® {Zβ-ηώ^φZβ'ηω ΘZβ ηωί} -* 0 .
Since 7*8(fa>8)=W~\ 2«=^*7(fffl?), i?f,8^8('?-4»)='7«4", /S8(^_4n) is of order
2 and Im δ7>i is computed above (15.13), we obtain








for any integer n.
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Computation of ^ • - ^ ( S 9 / ) for p+q=8. δSΛ(Vωi1n)=O,\1(Vωin+1) =
B) of order 2, δSΛ(Vω?*2)=βs(Xηfί-in) of order 2, δ8'1(^ω!"+3) =
δs,ιtfω?+i)=2βt(X2ί_Sn) of order 2, δ8>ωΓ"+7)=δ8il(«ωΓ"+8)==2/38(X6*_16,,) of
order 2 and δ ^ ω } 6 " - 1 ) ^ . Hence
(15.15) Ker[δ 8 1: Θ wl-' - -^V 0 ) — θ 7r|-* -'(S8+ 0)]
= Z[ω\\ ωϊ1*\®Zβ ηωTι®Z[ω\, ωT4]®Zβ-
v
 .
The exact sequence (1.9) for r=S and (14.14) give the short exact sequence
o — e jri-' - -'ίs . Ό/im s8 j - ^ i ® wi-' - -vsi 0)
ί 8 ' p 8
ωΓ
16]<S> {Z θ Σ Z 2ωί'} -> 0 .
1 = 1
Thus we obtain








ix) π\n+7> * n (5+ ) :
v
\ _.16M+15,-16«-15/O9,C









1(5f!,0 0) for p+q= 8. By a parallel argument to
Proposition 10.7 we have
Proposition 15.17. i) δ9>1ω?2M = 0, ii) δ9 > 1ω?2 w + 1 6 = 2%6σ?9*8ωiw+1ωΓ,
iii) δ91ωl6n*8=β9(X7ά-16n)y iv) δ8 iω?*+4=/99(X3£_8ll), v) δ 9 > 1ωf+ 2=β 9(Xή- 4 n),
vi) \
ι
ω\2n+ι=2ωln-{l + p)ωln and vii) δ 9 ) 1 ω? 2 M + 1 7 =2ωi M + 1 -( l + p)ωiw + 1 for
any integer n.
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This Proposition implies that
(15.18) Ker[δ9>1: φ wy-' - -^SV0) -* θ
= Z[ωP, ωΓ32]® {Z l θ Σ Z 2ωϊ'} ,








by Proposition 1.10. Thus we obtain











1 (5ί o o ) =
V)
, —16«—8/O10,0\ ^/1/1 AίT* «+l n{Ί\rZlΊ Λ/ Λ 0 fc* 2«+l 2»
vi) ^8s"+4 - 8 "- 3 (5ί o o ) =
vii)
 π
r |"+ 5 - 8 "- 4 (5 1 + o - o )=





\ _,.16M + 8,-16«—7/Ql0,0\
•\ .^32w+16,— 32»—15/ OlO,0\ «r/'J Λ/6 ° fc* 2«+l—2nn\yjA VTT ίT* 4« + 2_4n+l
:\ _.32n + 32,-32«-31/Ol0,0\ rriA V 6 0 ? * 2M + 2_2M+1 /T\ 7JA. V?j ?:* 4n + 4__4«+3
Xll) TΓs V*J+ j = i&/4 /C <xgio,8C08 ωs KΌ^I't /C^3ςio4ω4 C04





Proposition 15.19 describes λ| i β for ^ + j = 8 . By Proposition 4.8 the
groups πsPΛ for ^ + ^ = 8 are determined except πiΛ, πitz, πit2f 7rffl, 7r|>0 and
The stable equivariant Toda bracket
is well-defined and φ«z), ^, ^ >τ)=<97, 2,77)= {6v, -6v} by [14J, (5.4). Let
(15.21) έe<z), ^z)
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be the element such that φ(£)=6z>. Then έ is of order 2*4. Since ψ ( O , ή9 z>>τ)
C O , η, z>>={y} by [14], Lemma 6.2, we see that ψ{p)=v. Next, 2<z>, 4, z)>τ
C<z), «, 2ι>>τ=<z>, $, δ 1(^ωΓ 1)> τ=Z/2.χ^ 3 because: <z>, 3, ^ Γ 1 ) ' C 2rϊ4 "4(5V0),
S1(£ωΓ4) = δ 1i8 1(ά)=0, S1(i7σωΓ4) = Sii8i(*4σ ) = 0 , and hence <z>, «, δ ^ ω Γ 1 ) ) ^
δi(<z>, #, ^ωΓ 1> τ)=0, i.e. <z>, «, δ1(i/ωΓ1)>τ = its indeterminacy=Zβ*Xi>\ Thus
p is of order 4.






4(S1+° 0 ) = Z / 8 . f fo.7[i72ωϊ]7, 7r£5 > 3=Z/24.%5^ and βlo(X5v)
=βio(X9σ )=ξtotι(crω74) is of order 2 by Proposition 14.15, the above exact se-
quence yields the short exact sequence
(15.22) 0 -> Z/S'is — πϊ.s -£ 2.τr35 -> 0 .
Since φ(3ήσ—ΐ>)—0, there exists flGZ/8 satisfying
(15.23) 3 ^ - p = α έ5.
Apply ψ to both sides of this equality. Then
S =
hence Λ is of order 8 and ψ(£s)=£. Multiply both sides of (15.23) by four.
Since έ is of order 4, we see that I2ήar=4έ5. Thus we obtain
Proposition 15.24. i) 7r553
ii) £5 is of order 8, ψ ( £ 5 ) = £ and 4 £ 5 =
iii) b is the element of ζj>, ή, z)>τ such that ψ{b)=ΰ and φ(b)=6v.






Proof, i) follows from Proposition 15.5.
ii). Since ηf,7([η2ω21]7ω7)=η2ωln+2y there exists flGZ/4 satisfying
Apply δj
 7 to both sides of this equality. Then we see that
Kitfωή = δ1>7([^2ω?]7ω?)+α. ^ j7^,6(^2[^?M+3]6) = β^sWS+a
£ω?M"5 by Proposition 15.24.
Xέ8n+5=X87[v2ωTSn+2]7-S6Vh[v2ωTSn+2l^^ D
Here we prove (14.16).
Proof of (14.16). Propositions 15.24 and 15.25 imply that
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=4Xέ5=4^8=120(l-p)ά=240ό-. D
It is now easy to compute the groups 72:4,4, πi>2> πftι, π$ί0 and z r ^ i and we
obtain












vii) 7rf6»+i,_i6ιι+7»^/16 Vi6»θ^/2 X^Wi6llφ7r£i6Λ+7/or flwy άffejβr n.
viii) 7Γ3S2W+9,-32«-i«^/32 δ loωΓowθZj2'XύvvZ2n+8@πU2n- l for wφO.
ix) 7rf2«+25,-32«-i7^^/32 δ9ω^2 M~1ΘZ/2 %z)^ ^32W+24θ7r-32«-i7 /or Λwy integer n.
X) 7rf6« + 2,-16« + 6^^/4 %Vl6«θ7r£i6
w+6/θr αWJ όf^βT Λ.
xi) 7ri2n+ιo,-32n-2^ZI4 XV3v32n+8ξBZI4 X6σά32n+1e(Bπ-32n-2for any integer n.
xϋ) 7Z32n+2e,-32n-is^ZI4*XV3v32n+u®ZI2'X6σσ32n+32®πί32n-isfor any integer n.
xiii) 7r 8 5 Λ + 3 ,_ 8 n + 5^^/2 ; y 7 ^
integer n.
x i v ) 7 r 8 5 M + 4 , _ 8 M + 4 έβ έ ί
for any integer n.
xv) πi
n+5ι_8n+3ί=&ZI8'έ8n+5(Bπί8n+3 for
xvi) 7r 8 5 n +6,_ 8 w + 2«^/4-% 6a-8 8 t o 8"w07r£ 8 w + 2/(9
xvii) 7r 8 s n + 7,- 8 « + i«Z/2 X z ^ ^
fornφO.
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